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THROUGH STORMS TO HAMBURG

Temperature fell to 40 degrees Belov/ zero and ice formed inside and outside the

aircraft as our crews flew to attack Hamburg last night.

At times Bomb-aimers had to scrape the ice off the perspex with their fingers
Before they could see anything Below them.

At other times our aircraft were flying through electric storms, the lightning

relaying round the propellers and guns.

But once they had climbed above the clouds they found that the visibility was

good and conditions improved a little as they neared the target. There were patches
of clear sky over the port through which heavy loads of high explosives and

incendiaries were dropped.

"I could see the glow of the fires when we were over Bremen on our way home'1 ,
said a pilot of a, Halifax, The captain of a polish crew spoke of a "very heavy

explosion" among the fires*

When our Bombers were over Hamburg four nights ago they reported that the flak was

only moderate But the Germans had evidently made an effort to improve the defences

since then. One pilot said that the flak was "as bad as anything in the Ruhr",

although it appeared to have fallen off towards the'end of the attack.

Night-fighters also were up, and the rear-gunner of a Halifax saw two groups

of four which flew over him, going in the opposite direction.

The pilot of another Halifax said that his aircraft was attacked By a night

fighter while they were over the city, But he got away from it by taking evasive

action, "I got Back over my target again", he said, "and was about to Bomb when

heavy flak hit the Halifax in the Bomb compartment and fuselage. I had to take

evasive action once more .and eventually we drqprnd our load,"

Hamburg is the second largest city in Germany and, after London, is the Biggest

port in Europe, There are 22 miles of quays for sea-going ships and 110 miles of

docks and landing stages. But more important now than the quays and landing

stages - Germany ’ s mercantile trade is virtually non-existent - one the four

shipbuilding yards where the Germans are working night and day turning out more

submarines. The famous Blohm and Voss works alone produces nearly twice as many

as any other single yard in the Reich, while the four together turn out about a

quarter of Germany’s total production of U-boats,

The Germans have begun building heavy concrete shelters, similar to the pens

at Lorient and other ports, over their new shipbuilding slips at Hamburg - evidence

that they are becoming increasingly alarmed by the R,A,F, raids.


